
Ohio  3,  and  the  Shoe-Drop
Moment
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

There’s the “make yourself cry” moment, and there was some of
that today. I did, indeed, make myself cry. Again.

There was a bit of making myself laugh.

There was giving my character one moment I would take in a
heartbeat if someone could just stop the world and roll back
time.

And there was the bit that you couldn’t even pay me to sit
through watching in a movie in a well-lit room.

So… big story day, and the moment where the other shoe dropped
gave me a terrific place to pick up tomorrow.

So now, on to the OTHER STUFF.
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scene
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

And made myself cry.

That might not seem like a big deal. But this was a crucial
scene in the book in which my MC has just come through an
massive ordeal, and found one moment in time in which she got
to say goodbye to her person in the world — the one who’d
meant the most to her in her life…

And what she had to do in order to do that was horrific. And
then, at the end, she discovers this crazy, tiny little gift
that she had all along, except she hadn’t known it was a gift
until right at that moment.

And BAM. Serious, embarrassing waterworks.

Very glad I had the office to myself when I did this, because
I hate to cry, and even worse hate to do it in front of anyone
else.

Thing is, there are parts of your life that you tear out of
yourself and translate into fiction. And the ones that hurt
back when they were real hurt again when they show up on the
page.

They do make for a pretty spiffy moment in the plot, though.
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That which cannot be unseen…
45,783 and 699 for the day.
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

This  was  a  tough  scene  to  write.  It  was  emotional,  and
painful, and just mean. But it allowed me to bring together
two characters who need to build a relationship that’s going
to affect the rest of the novels…

And it sets me up to bring BACK a character who has been
silent so far in this book, but who is crucial to the entire
series, and to my MC.

I’m satisfied that I got this right, and I worked out what I’m
going to be writing tomorrow. So… GOOD writing day.

Just not an easy one.

•·.·´`·.·•·.·´`·.·•·.·´`·.·•·.·´`·.·•
Get  Holly’s  Free  Fiction  Sampler,  plus  Weekly-ISH  Fiction
Updates, and when these books go on sale, get invited to the
launch.
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knives out… because the BIG
bad is coming
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

Rolled out of bed early — couldn’t sleep. Got the shower,
drank  the  coffee,  and  cleared  all  the  office  shit  first,
because today I’m heading in to the BIG MIDDLE SCENE, where
everything changes.

I’m taking a deep breath. I have the Rock Gods going, because
this section of the book needs my full focus — so if you want
to hear what I’m hearing, you can listen too. YouTube Link — I
doubt  that  Disturbed  would  be  considered  work-safe,  but
they’re rocket fuel for writing through the fury.

And while there’s a helluva lot of funny stuff in this novel,
we are now at the place where fully justified rage comes
ripping out of the walls looking for whoever or whatever is
coming after my heroes. There will probably be some funny
stuff IN today’s words… but it’s probably going to end up
being battlefield “We who are about to die salute you,” said
to the head on the pike humor.
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rip-through… but I like what
I got in the end
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

I hit a part of the novel today that I got way, way wrong in
first draft. And while I’d estimate that in FACT I wrote close
to 2000 words — over a period of three straight hours of
hauling ass — what I was left with after ripping out that big
first-draft nosedive into concrete was a forward gain of 954
words.

I’m okay with that. This time, the plot outline is clicking,
the bad things are happening to characters, not to the plot –
and I made myself cry.

When the stuff you’re writing digs into YOU, and you find
yourself typing through tears as you get to the end of the
scene, odds are pretty good that you nailed it. At least in
concept, if not perfectly in execution.

The counts: 44,220 words total. The part I get to mark as
progress after ripping out most of a two-thousand-ish word
first-draft  chapter  —  and  then  making  back  the  loss  and
showing a bit of profit at the end — is 954 words.

Works for me.
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Got ALL of Chapter 7 today —
4080 words, and JOY! (And a
total count of 43,265)
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

Today’s writing turned into what’s mostly a dark, mean chapter
— there’s a lot of bad stuff going on for my MC and someone
really important to her.

Except for this one luminous, beautiful moment that made come
together and just really sing.

This was one of the chapters I got very close to right in the
previous draft. And the key to it was a moment from my own
childhood, when I was very young — probably no more than four
or five — and was watching my mother hang laundry on a line on
a late-spring morning.

That doesn’t sound like a scene from a horrifying adventure —
and it wasn’t. It was just the thing my MC hung onto while
being basically devoured by the adventure.

Happy, happy writing day today — lot of new words.

What I didn’t get was ANYTHING on the new big course I’m
building. I got sucked into Ohio, and the words, and lost all
track of time, and just fell in love while also scaring my own
socks off.

So tomorrow might be a pure writing-a-writing-class day, to
make up for not doing that today.

Get  Holly’s  Free  Fiction  Sampler,  plus  Weekly-ISH  Fiction
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Updates, and when these books go on sale, get invited to the
launch.
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Big Progress, Scary Scene on
Ohio 3 today.
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

According  to  Scrivener’s  word  counter,  I  got  5,508  words
today. About 2000 of them were brand new. The others were
stuff I managed to save out of the previous version… and while
I’m pretty sure some of those will be going away tomorrow, I
don’t think it will be all that many. THIS part of the first
draft of Ohio 3 was the part I got right.

I didn’t get anything done on my second project. But that’s
okay. We have a bunch of chores we have to do today, and I’m
off to take care of those.

Tomorrow, after I get my Ohio words, I’ll put an hour or so
into the secret project.
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Good  OHIO  3  words,  a  new
neighbor, a weird twist… and
DANGER — 1233 words, 34,447
total
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

I cannot believe how fast this scene came together — and this
wasn’t even anything I pulled out of the first draft.

This was all new, all scary, and creepy in a way that I didn’t
manage in the first run through this book. I didn’t see it
coming… but I cannot wait to get back in and do more of this
tomorrow.

Today, however, I still have plenty of time to work on the
SECRET  NONFICTION  PROJECT.  So  I’m  going  to  wrap  up  the
outlining on that, and then start putting some of the pieces
together.

Get Holly’s Free Fiction Sampler, plus Weekly Fiction Updates,
and when these books go on sale, get invited to the launch.
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Another  fine  writing  day
being mean to my characters
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

I’m now more than a third of the way through the draft, and
I’m right on target with both the word count and the story.

The  line-for-scene  outline  holds.  The  plot  is  tight,  the
action is tense, and I had a hard time stopping, because while
I know GENERALLY what happens next, I won’t know the specifics
until I actually write them.

Now, however, if I haul ass, I can now get in an hour on my
secret SECOND project before I have to go do the other stuff
on the day’s list.

Get Holly’s Free Fiction Sampler, plus Weekly Fiction Updates,
and when these books go on sale, get invited to the launch.
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Hah!!! MONDAY obeys!
written by Holly
April 10, 2023
By Holly Lisle

I got the words on the novel — 992 for the day, to be exact,
and 32,021 total on Ohio 3, and I was cruel to my characters,
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and twisty with that’s happening just out of sight… so GOOD
writing day.

But I also got a bunch of words on something for writers that
I’m building. Nothing more on that just yet. But between the
fiction AND the nonfiction, it was a very fine day.
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